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Abstract. This paper presents a symbolic model checking algorithm for
Fixpoint Logic with Chop, an extension of the modal µ-calculus capable
of defining non-regular properties. Some empirical data about running
times of a naive implementation of this algorithm are given as well.

1 Introduction

Automatic hardware verification has proved to be one of the most fruitful areas
in computer science of the last two decades. Since the introduction of Linear
Time Temporal Logic, LTL, to computer science [Pnu77], it is known that the
problem of automatically verifying correctness of a program can be reduced to
the logical problem called model checking: given a structure A and a formula ϕ,
does A have the property described by ϕ.

Since the structures that computer scientists are interested in are often sets
of states with transitions between them that describe a program’s behaviour in
time, the logics used for verification are mostly modal and temporal ones. A
lot has been argued about which is the right logic to use; whether it should be
a linear or a branching time logic [Sti89, Var98]; whether it should rather be
expressive or admit efficient model checking, etc.

Regardless of which of these logics one favours, in almost all cases it will turn
out to be a fragment of or embeddable into the modal µ-calculus Lµ, [Koz83],
which extends basic multi-modal logic with extremal greatest and least fixpoints.
In fact, Lµ incorporates the well-known temporal logics LTL, CTL [EH85], CTL∗

[EH86], as well as other logics which have gained more attention outside of
computer science: PDL [FL79], Description Logics [WS92], etc.

Lµ has a commonly accepted weakness: its formulas cannot in general be
called readable. Even though Lµ might therefore not be of great use to someone
who wants to do program verification but is unfamiliar with modal logics, it
is nevertheless important to have efficient decision procedures for such a logic.
They can automatically yield efficient decision procedures for more readable
logics as well. Model checking algorithms for (fragments of) the µ-calculus have
been presented in [Cle90, SW91, BC96, SS98] for example. Even though most
of these algorithms are local – they do not necessarily need to exploit the entire
underlying structure – they are all based around explicit representations of its
state space.
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The state-of-the-art in automatic verification however is symbolic model
checking [BCM+92] which avoids explicit representations of states. The struc-
tures to be checked for correctness are encoded as boolean functions which can
space-efficiently be represented using Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Dia-
grams [Bry86], or BDDs for short. What makes them so suitable and popular
for program verification is the fact that all the operations needed to do model
checking for the modal µ-calculus – hence all the operations needed to do model
checking for a lot of other logics – can easily be carried out on BDDs.

Many people would argue that full Lµ is more than anyone would ever want
because of two reasons: most people’s favourite temporal logic is embeddable into
a rather small fragment of Lµ, and anything in Lµ with an alternation depth
greater than 2 is incomprehensible anyway. However, it is not only alternation
depth that can limit expressive power.

Formulas of Lµ can be translated into finite automata over infinite trees
[SE84]. This shows that properties definable in the modal µ-calculus cannot be
everything anyone would ever want. Every formula of Lµ expresses a “regular”
property. However, lots of properties of programs one might want to check are
inherently non-regular: something behaves like a stack, action sequences get
repeated, something happens at the same time in all execution paths, etc.

In [MO99], Müller-Olm has introduced Fixpoint Logic with Chop, FLC for
short, which extends Lµ with a sequential composition operator. This extension
yields a far greater expressive power. FLC can define certain properties which
are not even context-free. [Lan02a] gives an idea of what properties actually are
definable in FLC.

Of course, there are two sides to a coin: extending Lµ to FLC does not
retain the finite model property nor decidability of its satisfiability problem.
However, it maintains attractiveness for automatic verification purposes since its
model checking problem on finite models is decidable, yet PSPACE-hard. Model
Checking algorithms for FLC based on explicit state space representations were
given in [LS02, Lan02b].

Here we show that despite the PSPACE-hardness, model checking for FLC
is feasible – even on rather large transition systems – when symbolic represen-
tations are used. Section 2 defines syntax and semantics of FLC, and recalls the
definition of BDDs and how to symbolically encode labelled transition systems.
Section 3 presents a symbolic model checking algorithm for FLC and proves its
correctness. The algorithm is based on the insight that not only all the opera-
tions needed for Lµ model checking can easily be carried out on BDDs but even
those needed for FLC model checking. Finally, Section 4 supports the claim that
FLC model checking is feasible. It describes a quick and naive symbolic imple-
mentation of a family of transition systems and the model checking algorithm.
Furthermore, it contains some empirical data about running times of the algo-
rithm on some FLC formulas. One of those is not equivalent to any Lµ-formula.

We omit a complexity analysis of the algorithm mainly because it is known
that BDD-based model checking can defeat intractability results. Moreover, it
is the experimental results which yield a better answer to the questions of feasi-
bility.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Fixpoint Logic with Chop

Let P = {tt, ff, q, q, . . .} be a set of propositional constants that is closed under
complementation, V = {Z, Y, . . .} a set of propositional variables, and A =
{a, b, . . .} a set of action names. A labelled transition system is a graph T =
(S, { a−→| a ∈ A}, L) where S is a set of states, a−→ for each a ∈ A is a binary
relation on states and L : S → 2P labels the states such that, for all s ∈ S : q ∈
L(s) iff q �∈ L(s), tt ∈ L(s), and ff �∈ L(s). We will use infix notation s a−→ t for
transition relations.

Formulas of FLC are given by the following grammar.

ϕ ::= q | Z | τ | 〈a〉 | [a] | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | µZ.ϕ | νZ.ϕ | ϕ;ϕ

where q ∈ P , Z ∈ V , and a ∈ A 1. We will write σ for µ or ν. To save brackets
we introduce the convention that ; binds stronger than ∧ which binds stronger
than ∨. To keep a strong resemblance to the syntax of the modal µ-calculus we
will sometimes write 〈a〉ϕ or [a]ϕ instead of 〈a〉;ϕ, resp. [a];ϕ.

Formulas are assumed to be well-named in the sense that each binder variable
is distinct. Our main interest is with formulas that do not have free variables,
in which case there is a function fp : V → FLC that maps each variable to its
defining fixpoint formula (that may contain free variables).

The set Sub(ϕ) of subformulas of ϕ is defined as usual, with Sub(σZ.ψ) =
{σZ.ψ} ∪ Sub(ψ).

An environment ρ : V → (2S → 2S) maps variables to monotone functions of
sets to sets. ρ[Z 	→ f ] is the function that maps Z to f and agrees with ρ on all
other arguments. The semantics [[·]]T : 2S → 2S of an FLC formula, relative to T
and ρ, is a monotone function on subsets of states with respect to the inclusion
ordering on 2S . These functions together with the partial order given by

f 
 g iff ∀X ⊆ S : f(X) ⊆ g(X)

form a complete lattice with joins  and meets �. By the Tarski-Knaster The-
orem [Tar55] the least and greatest fixpoints of functionals F : (2S → 2S) →
(2S → 2S) exist. They are used to interpret fixpoint formulas of FLC.

To simplify the notation we assume a transition system T to be fixed, and
write [[·]]ρ instead of [[·]]Tρ for the semantics given in Figure 1.

A state s satisfies a formula ϕ under ρ, written s |=ρ ϕ, iff s ∈ [[ϕ]](S). If ϕ
is a closed formula then ρ can be omitted and we write [[ϕ]](S) as well as s |= ϕ.

Two formulas ϕ and ψ are equivalent, written ϕ ≡ ψ, iff their semantics are
the same, i.e. for every T and every ρ: [[ϕ]]Tρ = [[ψ]]Tρ .

We introduce approximants of fixpoint formulas. Let fp(Z) = µZ.ϕ for some
ϕ and let α, λ ∈ Ord, the ordinals, where λ is a limit ordinal. Then

Z0 := ff , Zα+1 = ϕ[Zα/Z] , Zλ =
∨

α<λ

Zα

1 In [MO99], τ is called term.
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[[q]]ρ := λX.{s ∈ S | q ∈ L(s)}
[[Z]]ρ := ρ(Z)

[[τ ]]ρ := λX.X

[[ϕ ∨ ψ]]ρ := [[ϕ]]ρ � [[ψ]]ρ
[[ϕ ∧ ψ]]ρ := [[ϕ]]ρ � [[ψ]]ρ

[[〈a〉]]ρ := λX.{s ∈ S | ∃t ∈ X, s.t. s
a−→ t}

[[[a]]]ρ := λX.{s ∈ S | ∀t ∈ S , s a−→ t⇒ t ∈ X}
[[µZ.ϕ]]ρ :=

�{f : 2S → 2S | f monotone, [[ϕ]]ρ[Z �→f ] � f}
[[νZ.ϕ]]ρ :=

⊔{f : 2S → 2S | f monotone, f � [[ϕ]]ρ[Z �→f ]}
[[ϕ;ψ]]ρ := [[ϕ]]ρ ◦ [[ψ]]ρ

Fig. 1. The semantics of FLC formulas.

If fp(Z) = νZ.ϕ then

Z0 := tt , Zα+1 = ϕ[Zα/Z] , Zλ =
∧

α<λ

Zα

Note that µZ.ϕ ≡
∨

α∈Ord Z
α and νZ.ϕ ≡

∧
α∈Ord Z

α. If only finite transition
systems are considered Ord can be replaced by N.

We will give a few examples of FLC formulas to make the reader familiar with
the logic and to show how one can express certain non-regular properties in it.
Remember that FLC is an extension of the modal µ-calculus whose formulas are
commonly perceived as not being the most understandable already. For a better
understanding of what property actually is expressed by a given FLC formula
consider [Lan02b], which defines model checking games for FLC, or [Lan02a],
which maps FLC on linear models into the Chomsky-hierarchy.

Example 1. The standard example of a non-regular and even non-context-free
property is the following, taken from [MO99]. It describes the language {anbncn |
n ∈ N} on finite, linear models.

ϕ := ψ(a, b);χ(c) ∧ χ(a);ψ(b, c)
ψ(x, y) := µX.τ ∨ 〈x〉;X ; 〈y〉
χ(x) := µX.τ ∨ 〈x〉;X

Note how the modal constructs 〈·〉 and [·] can be used behind variables to produce
genuine context-free effects.

The best way to understand FLC formulas is to think of them as alter-
nating, context-free grammars [IJW92]. Variables are non-terminals, formulas
of the form 〈a〉 or [a] are terminals, the boolean operators translate into non-
deterministic, resp. universal choices in these grammars, and τ plays the role
of the empty word. Finally, least fixpoint variables can only be replaced finitely
often (recursion) while greatest fixpoint variables can be replaced infinitely often
(co-recursion).

Then formula ψ(x, y) for example generates words of the form 〈x〉n; 〈y〉n for
any n ∈ N.
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Example 2. [LS02] Let A = {a, b} and

ϕ := νY.[b]ff ∧ [a](νZ.[b] ∧ [a](Z;Z)); (([a]ff ∧ [b]ff) ∨ Y )

Formula ϕ expresses “the number of bs never exceeds the number of as” which
is non-regular and, therefore, is not expressible in Lµ. This is an interesting
property of protocols when a and b are the actions send and receive.

The subformula ψ = νZ.[b]∧ [a](Z;Z) expresses “there can be at most one b
more than there are as”. This can be understood best by unfolding the fixpoint
formula and thus obtaining sequences of modalities and variables. It is easy to
see that replacing a Z with a [b] reduces the number of Zs whereas replacing it
with the other conjunct adds a new Z to the sequence.

Then, [b]ff ∧ [a]ψ postulates that at the beginning no b is possible and for
every sequence of n actions a there can be at most n actions b. Finally, the Y in
ϕ allows such sequences to be composed or finished in a deadlock state.

2.2 Binary Decision Diagrams

When we speak about Binary Decision Diagrams or BDDs we mean in fact
Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams. These are compact representations
of boolean functions. For a proper introduction to BDDs see for example [Bry86]
or [And97]. In [BCM+92] it is shown how to use BDDs for verification purposes
in general and for a variant of the modal µ-calculus due to Park and the temporal
logic CTL in particular. Here we will briefly define BDDs and mention some of
the standard algorithms for manipulating them.

Definition 1. Let B = {tt, ff} be the well-known boolean algebra of boolean
values.

A BDD over a totally ordered set {x1, . . . , xn} of boolean variables is a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) t with the following properties.

– There are two distinguished nodes called tt and ff which are not labelled
and have out-degree zero.

– Every other node is labelled with a variable xi and has out-degree two. The
successors are ordered as well, i.e. for a node u they are called low (u) and
high(u).

– The DAG has a root and on every path from the root to one of the nodes tt
or ff the node labels respect the given variable ordering.

– No two nodes have the same label and the same high and low successors.
– For no node high and low successor are identical.

Let BDDn denote the set of all BDDs over n variables, presumably called
x1, . . . , xn.

Every BDD t over n variables represents a boolean function ft : Bn → B.
The value b of ft under an assignment of the variables x1, . . . , xn is given by the
path in t
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– that starts at its root, and
– at every node labelled with xi branches to the high-successor if the variable

is assigned the value tt and to the low -successor otherwise, and
– ends in the node b.

We will also write t(b1, . . . , bn) for this value if bi is the value assigned to xi for
i = 1, . . . , n. Note that t(b1, . . . , bn) = ft(b1, . . . , bn) in this case.

The algorithm of the next section will make use of variable substitutions
in a BDD. With t[y1/x1, . . . , yn/xn] we denote the BDD that arises from t by
simultaneously replacing all node labels xi with yi for i = 1, . . . , n.

The converse of the previously sketched result is also true. Every boolean
function can be represented by a BDD. In fact, the following stronger result
holds.

Theorem 1. [Bry86] For every function f : B
n → B and a given variable

ordering there is a unique BDD tf representing f .

[Bry86] also shows how to manipulate BDDs. For example, there are (efficiently)
computable functions

– makeBDD: (B∗ → B) → BDDn. It takes as an argument a boolean function
f and returns the BDD representing it. We will only use it for f = tt or
f = ff. In these cases the roots of the returned BDDs are the respective
distinguished nodes tt or ff.

– applyBDD: (B → B → B) → BDDn → BDDn → BDDn. It takes as
arguments a binary boolean operator ⊕ and two BDDs over n variables
and returns another BDD over these n variables. Assuming the two input
arguments represent the boolean functions f and g, applyBDD yields the
unique BDD representing the boolean function f ⊕ g.

– existsBDD: V∗ → BDDn → BDDn. It takes as arguments a list of variables
{xi1 , . . . , xim} ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}, and a BDD t representing a function ft. It
returns the BDD representing the function f ′ = ∃xi1 . . . . .∃xim .ft, which
has as free variables at most those not in {xi1 , . . . , xim}. Note that ∃x.f ≡
f [0/x] ∨ f [1/x].

– forallBDD: V∗ → BDDn → BDDn. Similar to the previous one. However,
this one returns a BDD representing the function f ′ = ∀xi1 . . . . .∀xim .ft

where ∀x.f ≡ f [0/x] ∧ f [1/x].

2.3 Encoding a Labelled Transition System

For the remainder of the paper we assume a T = (S, { a−→| a ∈ A}, L) to
be fixed. This is not a restriction but simplifies notation since the number of
variables used in the algorithm presented in the next section depends on the size
of the transition system at hand.

Also, w.l.o.g. we assume that |S| = 2n for some n ∈ N 2. Then every state
has a unique number between 0 and 2n − 1 and one can identify a state s with
its binary representation s1 . . . sn, si ∈ B.
2 Note that it is always possible to add further states to an LTS that are not reachable

from any state in it already.
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procedure MC(ϕ : FLC, t : BDD)

case ϕ of

q → return tq

τ → return t

X → error “found free variable”

〈a〉 → t′ = applyBDD(and, ta, t[y1/x1, . . . , yn/xn])

return existsBDD(y1 . . . yn, t′)

[a] → t′ = applyBDD(implies, ta, t[y1/x1, . . . , yn/xn])

return forallBDD(y1 . . . yn, t′)

ψ0 ∨ ψ1 → return applyBDD(or, MC(ψ0, t), MC(ψ1, t))

ψ0 ∧ ψ1 → return applyBDD(and, MC(ψ0, t), MC(ψ1, t))

ψ0;ψ1 → return MC(ψ0, MC(ψ1, t))

σX.ψ → if σ = µ then X0 = ff else X0 = tt

t′ = makeBDD(X0)

X1 = ψ[X0/X]

t′′ = MC(X1, t)

i = 1

while t′ �= t′′

t′ = t′′

i = i+ 1

Xi = ψ[Xi−1/X]

t′′ = MC(Xi, t)

return t′

Fig. 2. A BDD-based model checking algorithm for FLC.

T can be represented by |A| + |P| many BDDs from BDD2n. We fix the
variable names and the ordering as x1 < y1 < . . . < xn < yn.

– For every proposition q ∈ P we have a BDD tq over the variables x1, . . . , xn

s.t. tq(x1, . . . , xn) = tt iff q ∈ L(x1 . . . xn).
– For every action a ∈ A we have a BDD ta over the variables x1, . . . , xn,
y1, . . . , yn s.t. ta(x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn) = tt iff x1 . . . xn

a−→ y1 . . . yn.

3 The Model Checking Algorithm

Figure 2 contains the pseudocode of the symbolic model checking algorithm for
FLC. The procedure MC(ϕ, t) takes as arguments an FLC formula ϕ and a
BDD t and returns a BDD t′ representing all the states that satisfy ϕ relative
to the states represented by t.

Theorem 2. The algorithm MC(ϕ, t) terminates for all ϕ ∈ FLC and all
t ∈ BDDn.
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Proof. By induction on the structure of ϕ. The claim is easily seen to be correct
for ϕ = q, ϕ = τ , ϕ = X for some X ∈ V , ϕ = 〈a〉 or ϕ = [a] for some a ∈ A.
Using the induction hypothesis on ψ0 and ψ1 it is also not hard to see that the
claim holds for ϕ = ψ0∨ψ1, ϕ = ψ0∧ψ1 and ϕ = ψ0;ψ1 – always assuming that
the involved function calls terminate.

Suppose now that ϕ = σX.ψ. By assumption, any call of MC(ψ, t) for any
t terminates. Thus, it suffices to show that that while–loops terminate. Note
that its i-th iteration computes the i-th approximant X i to σX.ψ. Thus, the
function that maps t′ to t′′ in each iteration is monotone. According to [Tar55]
it possesses a fixpoint. This fixpoint is eventually found by the while–loop and
causes it to terminate. Note that the underlying domain is finite. �
For a t ∈ BDDn let [[t]] := {b1 . . . bn | t(b1, . . . , bn) = tt} be the set of all
variable assignments that evaluate to tt in t. Thus, if t encodes a set of states
of a transition system then [[t]] is exactly this set.

Theorem 3. For all closed ϕ ∈ FLC and all t ∈ BDDn we have: [[MC(ϕ, t)]] =
[[ϕ]]([[t]]).

Proof. By induction on the structure of ϕ. Note that ϕ ∈ V is impossible.

Case ϕ = q: [[MC(q, t)]] = [[tq]] = {s ∈ S | q ∈ Ls} = [[q]](T ) for any T ⊆ S, in
particular T = [[t]].

Case ϕ = τ : [[MC(τ, t)]] = [[t]] = [[τ ]]([[t]]).

Case ϕ = 〈a〉: Let t be given and t′ = applyBDD(and, ta, t[y1/x1, . . . , yn/xn]).
Then [[t′]] = {(s, u) ∈ S | s a−→u and u ∈ [[t]]}. Therefore [[MC(〈a〉, t)]] =
[[existsBDD(y1, . . . , yn, t

′)]] = {s ∈ S | ∃u ∈ S s.t. (s, u) ∈ [[t′]]} = {s ∈ S | ∃u ∈ S
s.t. s a−→u and u ∈ [[t]]} = [[〈a〉]]([[t]]).

Case ϕ = [a]: Similar to the previous case with ∀ instead of ∃ and implies instead
of and.

Case ϕ = ψ0 ∨ ψ1: Let t′ = MC(ψ0, t) and t′′ = MC(ψ1, t). By assump-
tion we have [[t′]] = [[ψ0]]([[t]]) and [[t′]] = [[ψ1]]([[t]]). Now, [[MC(ψ0 ∨ ψ1, t)]]
= [[applyBDD(or , t′, t′′)]] = {s ∈ S | s ∈ [[t′]] or s ∈ [[t′′]]} = [[t′]] ∪ [[t′′]] =
[[ψ0]]([[t]]) ∪ [[ψ1]]([[t]]) = [[ϕ]]([[t]]).

Case ϕ = ψ0 ∧ ψ1: Similar to the previous case with ∩ instead of ∪.

Case ϕ = ψ0;ψ1: Let t′ = MC(ψ1, t). By assumption we have [[t′]] = [[ψ1]]([[t]]).
Furthermore, let t′′ = MC(ψ0, t

′). Using the hypothesis again we have [[t′′]] =
[[ψ0]]([[t′]]) = [[ψ0]]([[ψ1]]([[t]])) = [[ψ0;ψ1]]([[t]]).

Case ϕ = µX.ψ: Note that by assumption the call of MC(ϕ, t) computes a
sequence of approximants X i to ϕ. According to Theorem 2, only finitely many
approximants are evaluated. For each i we have [[MC(X i, t)]] = [[X i]]([[t]]). Ac-
cording to [Tar55], the sequence of the latter converges to [[µX.ψ]]([[t]]) which is
returned by the algorithm.
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Case ϕ = νX.ψ: The same as the previous case. �

The last two cases of this proof show why model checking for FLC still is feasible
despite being PSPACE-hard. In order to computer the states in [[µX.ϕ]](T ) it is
not necessary to compute the least fixpoint of the functional F (f) = [[ϕ]][X �→f ]

where f : 2S → 2S . Using fixpoint approximation this could take a number of
steps double exponential in |S|.

In fact, it suffices to compute the value of the least fixpoint of F on the
argument T . If T = ∅ or T = S then the number of steps needed in the worst
case is bounded by |S|. In all other cases the number is bounded by the width
of the subset-lattice of S which is exponential in |S|. However, in order to fully
exploit an exponential number of approximations, ϕ has to describe an exponen-
tially long “walk” through this subset-lattice. This is not easily achieved since it
necessarily means that [[ϕ]] maps exponentially many sets of states to something
which is neither a subset nor a superset of it.

An example of such a formula is given in [Lan02b]. One can argue that
the transition system used there is rather unnatural and constructed since the
described phenomenon only occurs because it is build of components whose sizes
are prime numbers.

4 A Simple Case Study

In this section we describe a small case study which supports the claim that
BDD-based FLC model checking is feasible. The implementation was carried
out using JavaTM and the JavaBDD package [Wha03] which is a front-end to
the BDD library BuDDy [LN03] written in C. All the tests were run on a machine
with 3 GB of main memory and two Intel r© XeonTM processors running at 2.40
GHz3. The results presented in this section do not have a broad meaning. They
simply show that non-regular properties can in principle be verified on finite
models up to a decent size.

Definition 2. Let P = {tt, ff} and A = {push, pop, reset , idle}. An N -bounded
stack is a T = (S, { a−→| a ∈ A}, L) with S = {0, . . . , 2N −1} and for all s, t ∈ S:

s
push−−−−→ t iff t = s+ 1

s
pop−−−→ t iff t = s− 1

s
reset−−−−→ t iff t = 0

s idle−−−→ t iff s = t

In other words, an N -bounded stack models a counter that can be increased and
decreased between the values 0 and 2N −1, reset to 0 and do nothing. According

3 To the best of our knowledge, the fact that the computer has two processors instead
is neither a prerequisite nor does it have any effect on the data presented here.
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to the previous sections, an N -bounded stack can be represented using 4 BDDs
over 2 ·N variables. We use the variable ordering suggested in Section 2.3.

Figure 3 depicts the BDDs’ sizes as a function of N . Note that in explicit
state representation, the size of a bounded stack is exponential in N .
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Fig. 3. The BDDs’ sizes.

Example 3. Let

ψ := νX.[pop]; ff ∧ [reset];X ∧ [idle];X ∧
[push]; (νZ.[pop] ∧ [reset];Z ∧ [idle];Z ∧ [push];Z;Z);X

This is essentially the same formula as the one of Example 2 – tailored to N -
bounded stacks. Thus, ψ says that on every path consisting of any of the actions
push, pop, reset and idle , the number of pop’s so far is always bounded by the
number of push’s so far. Note that this formula is not equivalent to any µ-calculus
formula.

It is only state 0 of any N -bounded stack which has this property. The times
needed to verify this can be found in Figure 4.

5 Discussion

We have shown that – using an appropriate extension of the modal µ-calculus
– BDDs can be used to verify properties which are not definable in the modal
µ-calculus. It is known that the model checking problem for FLC is PSPACE-
hard, even for fixed formulas. But when using symbolic representations and
calculations on those, it is not foreseeable whether a problem that is intractable
from a complexity-theoretic point of view does not have instances which can
be solved in reasonable time. Our case study shows that this is indeed true for
FLC’s model checking problem – even for instances (see formula ψ of Example 3)
that describe interesting properties.

Note that the aim of this case study was just to show that in principle BDD’s
can be used to do model checking for FLC. The implementation consists of ap-
proximately 230 lines of normal Java code. Another 870 lines are used to make
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Fig. 4. The model checking running times.

the program understand full FLC which would not have been necessary to ac-
quire the data of the previous section. No optimisation whatsoever has been
carried out apart from trying two different variable orderings. The implementa-
tion relies on a generic BDD library and uses the naive model checking algorithm
of Figure 2. Nevertheless, it was possible to model check a universal formula in
less than 7 seconds on a transition system which in explicit representation would
require to visit far more states than there are atoms in the universe – keeping
PSPACE-hardness in mind.

Note that the algorithm we used is based on the principle of fixpoint elimi-
nation: formulas are unfolded whenever necessary. In order to keep notation as
simple as possible we have not used environments, i.e. an algorithm based on
fixpoint calculation which can easily be implemented in a functional language.
Maybe such an algorithm would constitute an improvisation over the one used
here since fixpoint calculations would not require quadratic time anymore.
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